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In floating exchange rate system, the continued abnormal fluctuations in the 
exchange rate is the most confusing phenomenon and difficult to explain though the 
economic theory. We still can’t explain the exchange rate formation mechanism and 
its inherent volatility characteristics, although many studies have made a lot of 
encouraging progress from the macro-model appeared in the 70's to the increasingly 
popular theory of the exchange rate market microstructure research in the late 90's. 
Correspondently, we also can not give a reasonable explanation to the linkages 
between the micro basic theory and the macro law for the exchange rate. 
A new research methodology – Computational Experiment Finance has been 
recently widely used on the study of the financial market with the complexity 
science's application in the economic and financial research. Computational 
Experiment Finance is a study method that the Multi-Agents Simulation technology is 
used to make the artificial exchange market, to simulate the financial market and find 
out the rule of its complex evolution. From the research results we can get, the 
researchers have made some progress in the artificial financial market and it shows a 
good prospect. We adopt the new method to research on the foreign exchange market. 
It will show the complexity characteristics and evolution mechanism of the foreign 
exchange market. 
There are three aspects of the research work in this paper: 
First, Cellular automaton model is used to research on the complex nature of 
existence and the mechanism of evolution, and to analyze the complexity 
characteristics and evolution mechanism through the point of trader’s prospection. 
Secondly, the model of exchange rate determination based on heterogeneous traders is 
set up and is used to simulate the artificial foreign exchange market. The result of 
simulation shows the complexity characteristics and evolution mechanism of the 
foreign exchange market. Then, we introduce the official intervention to the exchange 
rate determination model, and try to find out the relationship between the stability of 
foreign exchange market and the official intervention. Thirdly, we combine the results 
of the simulation and pressure test of RMB exchange rate, and analyze the infection 
of official intervention to RMB. At last, we make some related policy advice. 
We find that the artificial foreign exchange market explores the most complexity 
characters of real market through it simplify the market structure and trader’s reaction 
model. The research also shows the evolution of complexity in foreign exchange 
market is closely related to the action of the traders. The traders’ anticipation of is the 
directly reason for uncertainty of exchange forecast, circumstances and unicycle of 
the market. 
The main contribution of this paper is that we use the artificial foreign exchange 
market to research the development pattern of the evolution of complexity in foreign 
exchange market and develop a new idea of exchange rate research. 
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合方式和风险承受能力等）。 早提出具有微观基础模型的是 20 世纪 70 年代卢
卡斯的理性预期模型，他认为宏观经济变量变动时会影响微观经济个体的决策,
导致宏观变量之间关系发生改变,因此缺乏微观基础的宏观经济分析会产生偏





                                                        
1
 新开放经济的宏观经济学是指由 Obstfeld and Rogoff（1995）为开放条件下的宏观经济分析给出的一个
新的研究框架，后续在此基础框架上开展的研究被统称为新开放经济的宏观经济学模型。——卢西沃·萨






















表 1–1 新开放经济的宏观经济学模型和外汇市场微观结构理论比较 



































































































































































具体研究思路如图 1-1 所示。 
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